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TOPOLOGICAL INVARIANTS OF PARABOLIC G-HIGGS BUNDLES
GEORGIOS KYDONAKIS, HAO SUN AND LUTIAN ZHAO
Abstract. For a semisimple real Lie group G, we study topological properties of moduli
spaces of parabolic G-Higgs bundles over a Riemann surface with a divisor of finitely many
distinct points. For a split real form of a complex simple Lie group, we compute the di-
mension of apparent parabolic Teichmu¨ller components. In the case of isometry groups of
classical Hermitian symmetric spaces of tube type, we provide new topological invariants for
parabolic maximal G-Higgs bundles arising from a correspondence to orbifold Higgs bundles.
Using orbifold cohomology we count the least number of connected components of moduli
spaces of such objects. We further exhibit how one can provide an alternative explanation of
fundamental results on counting components in the absence of a parabolic structure. These
topological invariants may be found useful in the study of the geometric Langlands program
in the case of tame ramification.
1. Introduction
Parabolic vector bundles over Riemann surfaces with marked points were introduced by
C. Seshadri in [28] and similar to the Narasimhan-Seshadri correspondence, there is an anal-
ogous correspondence between stable parabolic bundles and unitary representations of the
fundamental group of the punctured surface with fixed holonomy class around each puncture
[23]. Later on, C. Simpson in [29] provided a non-abelian Hodge correspondence in the non-
compact case: Parabolic Higgs bundles are in bijection with meromorphic flat connections,
whose holonomy around each puncture defines a conjugacy class of an element in the unitary
group described by the weights in the parabolic structure of the bundle. These connections
correspond to representations of the fundamental group of the punctured surface in the general
linear group, which send a small loop around each parabolic point to an element conjugate
to a unitary element. Chern classes for parabolic bundles were constructed by I. Biswas in
[2]; one can also define Chern characters of parabolic bundles in the rational Chow groups to
obtain nonsingular compactifications (see [17]).
In this article, we study connected components of moduli spaces of semistable parabolic
G-Higgs bundles for a semisimple real Lie group G. These objects were explicitly defined in
[1], where a Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence was also established. In the case when G is
a split real form of a complex simple Lie group, there exists a topologically trivial connected
component in the moduli space, extending N. Hitchin’s classical result from the non-parabolic
case [16]. To be more precise, we show:
Theorem. 4.1 Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g and let D = {x1, . . . xs} a
divisor of s-many distinct points on X, such that 2g− 2+ s > 0, that is, the surface X can be
equipped with a metric of constant negative curvature (-4). Let G be the adjoint group of the
split real form of a complex simple Lie group, with Cartan decomposition in the Lie algebra
g = h⊕m. The space of homomorphisms from the fundamental group of X into G, with fixed
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conjugacy class of monodromy around the points in D, has a component of real dimension
2 (g − 1) dimRG+ 2s · rkE
(
mC
)
.
A very important tool for the study of the topology of moduli spaces of parabolic Higgs
bundles over a Riemann surface X with a divisor D, is provided by the correspondence of
these objects to orbifold Higgs bundles over a finite Galois covering Y of X, ramified along
D. I. Biswas in [4] has provided such a correspondence by explicitly constructing a class of
parabolic bundles using the “Covering Lemma” of Y. Kawamata [18]. In I. Biswas’ work, this
correspondence depends on the choice of the parabolic weights, whereas the Galois covering
Y is constructed to have the same dimension as X. A similar correspondence without such
restrictions was provided by I. Mundet i Riera in [24].
When the parabolic weights are rational, an equivalence between parabolic bundles and
holomorphic bundles over V -surfaces (that means 2-dimensional orbifolds) provides an effec-
tive method to study the moduli problem, developing a Yang-Mills-Higgs theory on Riemann
V -surfaces and calculating the cohomology of the gauge group of a V -bundle. These ideas were
introduced by M. Furuta and B. Steer in [9]; see also [25] where solutions of the U(2) Yang-
Mills-Higgs equations on orbifold Riemann surfaces are studied and their reinterpretation as
SL(2,C)-representations of the orbifold fundamental group is discussed.
We use the correspondence to V -bundles and V -cohomology with coefficients in Z2 to de-
scribe new topological invariants and thus compute the least number of connected components
of moduli of maximal parabolic G-Higgs bundles for semisimple Lie groups G, when the homo-
geneous space G/H is a Hermitian symmetric space of tube type, where H ⊂ G is a maximal
compact subgroup. Note here that maximality is provided by a general Milnor-Wood type
inequality established in [1]. The maximal case provides an orbifold bundle with structure
group in O(n,C) and so characteristic classes in Z2-cohomology groups over the orbifold, as
well as the degree of associated orbifold bundles, are good topological invariants; the treat-
ment is parallel to the development of the very effective Cayley correspondence used for the
non-parabolic moduli problem (see [10]). For a closed Riemann surface X of genus g and a
divisor of s-many distinct points on X, such that 2g − 2 + s > 0, our results are summarized
in the following table:
Table 1. Minimum number of connected components of Mmaxpar (G).
Lie group G #π0
(Mmaxpar (G)) Teichmu¨ller components
Sp(2,R) = SL(2,R) 22g+s−1 22g+s−1
Sp(4,R) (2s + 1) 22g+s−1+2g−2+s−2s 22g+s−1
Sp(2n,R), for n ≥ 3 (2s + 1) 22g+s−1 22g+s−1
SU(n, n) 22g+s−1 - (22g+s−1 if n = 1)
SO∗(2n), for n: even 1 -
SO0(2, 3) 2s
(
22g+s−1 − 1)+ 4g − 3 + 2s 1
SO0(2, n), for n ≥ 4 22g+2s−1 -
For an exact count of the number of connected components of the moduli spaces considered
in this article, one would need to construct analytically the moduli space Mpar (G) of stable
parabolic G-Higgs bundles as a hyperka¨hler quotient and develop Morse theoretic tools for
the elements in this moduli space; we hope to follow with a description of these techniques in
a future article.
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It is interesting at this point to compare the results of Table 1 with the analogous re-
sults in the non-parabolic case from [31], [8], [10], [13] and [16]. In [31], T. Strubel using
Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates showed that the moduli space Rmax (Σg,m,Sp (2n,R)) of maxi-
mal representations of the fundamental group of a topological surface Σg,m of genus g and
m ≥ 1 boundary components into Sp (2n,R), has exactly 22g+m−1 connected components for
every n ≥ 1. We explain how one can use the method involving the V -manifold correspondence
to obtain an alternative description of T. Strubel’s result.
Furthermore, we exhibit non-parabolic maximal G-Higgs bundles as V -bundles equipped
with a trivial action, an interpretation which leads to an explanation of the component counts
established by S. Bradlow, O. Garc´ıa-Prada, P. Gothen and I. Mundet i Riera, and are
summarized in [8], as special cases of our parabolic case component count, when there is only
one puncture considered.
As a potential application, these topological invariants can be used in the study of the
geometric Langlands program with tame ramification. In the classical geometric Langlands
program, tame ramification involves a holomorphic G-bundle with a flat meromorphic con-
nection with only simple poles at finitely many points on the Riemann surface X, which
corresponds to a parabolic G-Higgs bundle, as implied by C. Simpson’s correspondence. S.
Gukov and E. Witten in [14] explain this correspondence by means of S-duality. They give an
explicit construction between moduli of G-Higgs bundles with some parameters representing
the residues of Higgs fields at marked points and moduli with a series of dual parameters of
LG-Higgs bundles, for the Langlands dual group LG. A corresponding topological invariant
on the Higgs bundle of the Langlands dual group may exist and requires further inspection.
2. Definitions
2.1. Parabolic GL (n,C)-Higgs bundles. We review the basic definitions for parabolic
GL (n,C)-Higgs bundles; further details on the material covered in this subsection may be
found in [3], [7], or [12].
Definition 2.1. Let X be a closed, connected, smooth Riemann surface of genus g ≥ 2 and
D = {x1, . . . , xs} a divisor of s-many distinct points on X; denote this pair by (X,D). A
parabolic vector bundle E over (X,D) is a holomorphic vector bundle E → X with parabolic
structure at each x ∈ D (weighted flag on each fiber Ex):
Ex = Ex,1 ⊃ Ex,2 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Ex,r(x)+1 = {0}
0 ≤ α1 (x) < . . . < αr(x) (x) < 1
We usually write (E,α) to denote a vector bundle equipped with a parabolic structure
determined by a system of weights α (x) = (α1 (x) , . . . , αn (x)) at each x ∈ D. Moreover,
set ki (x) = dim (Ex,i/Ex,i+1 ) be the multiplicity of the weight αi (x). We can also write the
weights repeated according to their multiplicity as
0 ≤ α˜1 (x) ≤ . . . ≤ α˜n (x) < 1
where now n = rkE. A weighted flag shall be called full, if ki (x) = 1 for every i and x ∈ D.
Given a pair of parabolic vector bundles the basic constructions for a parabolic subbundle,
direct sum, dual and tensor product have been described in [3] and [12]; we will be making
frequent use of these constructions.
Definition 2.2. A holomorphic map f : E → E′ of parabolic vector bundles (E,α) , (E′, α′)
is called parabolic if αi (x) > α
′
j (x) implies f (Ex,i) ⊂ E′x,j+1, for every x ∈ D.
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Furthermore, we call such map strongly parabolic if αi (x) ≥ α′j (x) implies f (Ex,i) ⊂ E′x,j+1
for every x ∈ D.
Definition 2.3. A notion of parabolic degree and parabolic slope of a vector bundle equipped
with a parabolic structure can be defined as follows
par deg (E) = degE +
∑
x∈D
r(x)∑
i=1
ki (x)αi (x)
parµ (E) =
pardeg (E)
rk (E)
Definition 2.4. A parabolic vector bundle will be called stable (resp. semistable), if for every
non-trivial proper parabolic subbundle F ≤ E, it is parµ (F ) < parµ (E), (resp. ≤).
Definition 2.5. Let K be the canonical bundle over X and E a parabolic vector bundle.
The bundle morphism Φ : E → E⊗K (D) will be called a parabolic Higgs field, if it preserves
the parabolic structure at each point x ∈ D:
Φ |x (Ex,i) ⊂ Ex,i ⊗K (D) |x
In particular, we call the Higgs field Φ strongly parabolic, if
Φ |x (Ex,i) ⊂ Ex,i+1 ⊗K (D) |x ,
in other words, Φ is a meromorphic endomorphism valued 1-form with simple poles along the
divisor D, whose residue at x ∈ D is nilpotent with respect to the filtration. Note that the
divisor D is always considered to be a reduced divisor.
After these considerations we define parabolic Higgs bundles as follows:
Definition 2.6. Let K be the canonical bundle over X and E be a parabolic vector bundle
over X. A parabolic Higgs bundle over (X,D) is given by a pair (E,Φ), where Φ : E →
E ⊗K (D) is a strongly parabolic Higgs field.
Analogously to the non-parabolic case, we may define stability as follows:
Definition 2.7. A parabolic Higgs bundle will be called stable (resp. semistable), if for every
Φ-invariant parabolic subbundle F ≤ E it is parµ (F ) < parµ (E) (resp. ≤). Furthermore, it
will be called polystable, if it is the direct sum of stable parabolic Higgs bundles of the same
parabolic slope.
In [32] and [33] K. Yokogawa has constructed the moduli space of K (D)-pairs Pα, that is,
pairs (E,Φ) with Φ parabolic, using geometric invariant theory and has shown that it is a
normal, smooth at the stable points, quasi-projective variety of dimension
dimPα = (2g − 2 + s)n2 + 1
for fixed n = rkE, d = degE and weight type α. Moreover, in [20] H. Konno constructed the
moduli space of parabolic Higgs bundles Nα as a hyperka¨hler quotient. It is contained in Pα
as a closed subvariety of dimension
dimNα = 2 (g − 1)n2 + 2 + 2
∑
x∈D
fx
where fx =
1
2
(
n2 −
r(x)∑
i=1
(ki (x))
2
)
is the dimension of the associated flag variety.
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2.2. Parabolic G-Higgs bundles. In [1] the authors introduce parabolic G-Higgs bundles
over a punctured Riemann surface X for a non-compact real reductive Lie group G and
establish a Hitchin-Kobayashi type correspondence for such pairs. This definition involves a
choice for each puncture of an element in the Weyl alcove of a maximal compact subgroup
H ⊂ G, handling both cases as if this element lies in the interior of the alcove or if it lies in
a ‘bad’ wall of the alcove. We summarize here the basic steps in this definition:
Let (X,D) be as before, a pair of a compact, connected Riemann surface X and D =
{x1, . . . , xs} a divisor of s-many distinct points on X. Let also HC be a reductive, complex Lie
group. Fix a maximal compact subgroup H ⊂ HC, and a maximal torus T ⊂ H with Lie alge-
bra t. For a holomorphic principalHC-bundle E over X, denote by E
(
HC
)
= E×HCHC → X,
to be the HC-fibration associated to E via the adjoint representation of HC on itself. Then
E
(
HC
)
x
=
{
φ : Ex → HC
∣∣φ (eh) = h−1φ (e) h , ∀e ∈ Ex, h ∈ HC}
i.e. the fiber can be identified with the set of antiequivariant maps φ.
Fix an alcove A ⊂ t of H containing 0 ∈ t and for αi ∈
√−1A¯ let Pαi ⊂ HC be the
parabolic subgroup defined by the αi.
Definition 2.8. A parabolic structure of weight αi on E over a point xi is defined as the choice
of a subgroup Qi ⊂ E
(
HC
)
xi
with the property that there exists a trivialization e ∈ Exi for
which Pαi = {φ (e) |φ ∈ Qi }.
Given this, we now set the following:
Definition 2.9. Let α = (α1, . . . , αn) a collection of elements in
√−1A¯. A parabolic principal
HC-bundle E over (X,D) of weight α is a holomorphic principal HC-bundle E over X with
a choice for every i of a parabolic structure of weight αi over xi.
For a real reductive Lie group G with a maximal compact subgroup H, let g = h⊕m be the
Cartan decomposition of its Lie algebra into its ±1-eigenspaces, where h = Lie (H) and let
E
(
mC
)
be the bundle associated to E via the isotropy representation. Choose a trivialization
e ∈ E near the point xi, such that near xi the parabolic weight lies in αi ∈
√−1A¯. In the
trivialization e, we can decompose the bundle E
(
mC
)
under the eigenvalues of ad (αi) acting
on mC as
E
(
mC
)
= ⊕
µ
mCµ
In particular, take αi ∈
√−1A′g, where A′g is the space of α ∈ A¯ such that the eigenvalues
of adα have modulus smaller than 1 on the entire g, and consider for α ∈ √−1h the subspaces
of mC defined by
mα =
{
v ∈ mC : Ad (etα) v is bounded as t→∞}
m0α =
{
v ∈ mC : Ad (etα) v = v for every t}
We then have that m0α ⊂ mα and we can choose a complement nα so that mα = m0α ⊕ nα.
Moreover, in this case, E
(
mC
)
xi
is isomorphic to mC; we define the sheaf PE
(
mC
)
of parabolic
sections of E
(
mC
)
as the sheaf of local holomorphic sections ψ of E
(
mC
)
such that ψ (xi) ∈ mi.
Similarly, the sheaf NE
(
mC
)
of strongly parabolic section of E
(
mC
)
is defined as the sheaf
of local holomorphic sections ψ of E
(
mC
)
such that ψ (xi) ∈ ni. The following short exact
sequences of sheaves are then realized
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0→ PE
(
mC
)
→ E
(
mC
)
→
⊕
i
E
(
mC
)
xi
/mi → 0,
0→ NE
(
mC
)
→ E
(
mC
)
→
⊕
i
E
(
mC
)
xi
/ni → 0 (1)
For weights αi ∈
√−1A′g, the Higgs field φ is a meromorphic section of E
(
mC
)⊗K with
a simple pole at xi ∈ D, thus the residue of φ at xi is defined as an element
Resxiφ ∈ mi
We finally have the definition of a parabolic G-Higgs bundle:
Definition 2.10. A parabolic G-Higgs bundle over (X,D) is defined as a pair (E,ϕ), where:
(1) E is a parabolic principal HC-bundle over (X,D), and
(2) ϕ is a holomorphic section of NE
(
mC
)⊗K (D).
A notion of polystability for parabolic G-Higgs bundles was also described in [1]. Let
Mpar (G) = Mpar (X,D,G,α) denote the moduli space of meromorphic equivalence classes
of polystable parabolic G-Higgs bundles (E,ϕ) on (X,D) with parabolic weights α. A GIT
construction of this moduli space has been rigorously established by K. Yokogawa in [32] in the
case when G = GL(n,C); letMpar (n, d, α) denote the set of isomorphism classes of polystable
parabolic Higgs bundles (E,Φ) with fixed topological invariants n = rkE, d = deg (E) and
weight type α. For the cases of Lie groups we are primarily interested in, we will be considering
Mpar (G) as an embedded closed subvariety in Mpar (n, d, α) with the more workable notion
of stability for a parabolic Higgs bundle by C. Simpson. Thus, Mpar (G) is thought of as
a Poisson manifold related to local systems and fundamental group representations over a
surface with boundary components with fixed monodromy around the boundary components
(see [29]).
3. Deformation theory
The deformation theory for parabolic K (D)-pairs was studied by K. Yokogawa in [33]. We
now adapt results from that article to the case of parabolic G-Higgs bundles for G semisimple,
analogously to the non-parabolic case studied in §3.3 of [11]. For a semisimple Lie group G,
let H ⊂ G be a maximal compact subgroup and let g = h⊕m be a Cartan decomposition so
that the Lie algebra structure of g satisfies:
[h, h] ⊂ h, [h,m] ⊂ m, [m,m] ⊂ h
Let gC = hC ⊕ mC be the complexification of the Cartan decomposition. The group H
acts linearly on m through the adjoint representation and this action extends to a linear
holomorphic action of HC on mC = m⊗ C:
ι : HC → Aut
(
mC
)
Definition 3.1. Let (E,ϕ) be a parabolic G-Higgs bundle over (X,D). The deformation
complex of (E,ϕ) is the following complex of sheaves
C• (E,ϕ) : NE
(
hC
)
→ NE
(
mC
)
⊗K (D) .
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The definition makes sense because ϕ is a meromorphic section of NE
(
mC
) ⊗K (D) and[
mC, hC
] ⊆ mC.
The results by K. Yokogawa now readily adapt to provide the following:
Proposition 3.2. The space of infinitesimal deformations of a parabolic G-Higgs bundle
(E,ϕ) is naturally isomorphic to the hypercohomology group H1 (C• (E,ϕ)).
For any parabolic G-Higgs bundle (E,ϕ) there is a natural long exact sequence:
0→ H0 (C• (E,ϕ))→ H0
(
NE
(
hC
))
dι(ϕ)−−−→ H0
(
NE
(
mC
)
⊗K (D)
)
→ H1 (C• (E,ϕ))→ H1
(
NE
(
hC
))
dι(ϕ)−−−→ H1
(
NE
(
mC
)
⊗K (D)
)
→ H2 (C• (E,ϕ))→ 0,
where dι : hC → End (mC) is the derivative at the identity of the complexified isotropy
representation ι = Ad |HC : HC → Aut
(
mC
)
.
The Serre duality theorem for parabolic sheaves (Proposition 3.7 in [33]) provides that
there are natural isomorphisms:
H
i (C• (E,ϕ)) ∼= H2−i(C•(E,ϕ)∗ ⊗K (D))∗,
where the dual of the deformation complex C• (E,ϕ) is defined as
C•(E,ϕ)∗ : NE
(
mC
)
⊗ (K (D))−1 −dι(ϕ)−−−−→ NE
(
hC
)
.
An important special case of this is when G is a complex group:
Proposition 3.3. Assume that G is a complex semisimple group. Then there is a natural
isomorphism:
H
2 (C• (E,ϕ)) ∼= H0(C• (E,ϕ))∗
Proof. When G is complex, dι = ad: g → g and the Cartan decomposition of g is g =
u + iu, where u = Lie (U) for U ⊂ G a maximal compact subgroup. Thus, in this case
ϕ ∈ NE (g) ⊗K (D). Moreover, for a complex group G the deformation complex is dual to
itself, except for a sign in the map, which does not affect the cohomology:
C•(E,ϕ)∗ ⊗K (D) : NE (g) −ad(ϕ)−−−−→ NE (g)⊗K (D)
The result now follows from Serre duality. 
The proof of the next proposition is immediate, since NE
(
hC
) ⊕ NE (mC) = NE (gC),
given the Cartan decomposition gC = hC ⊕mC. The Corollary that follows is also immediate
from Serre duality:
Proposition 3.4. Let G be a real semisimple group and let GC be its complexification. Let
(E,ϕ) be a parabolic G-Higgs bundle. Then there is an isomorphism of complexes:
C•GC (E,ϕ) ∼= C•G (E,ϕ) ⊕ C•G(E,ϕ)∗ ⊗K (D) ,
where C•
GC
(E,ϕ) denotes the deformation complex of (E,ϕ) viewed as a parabolic GC-Higgs
bundle, while C•G (E,ϕ) denotes the deformation complex of (E,ϕ) viewed as a parabolic G-
Higgs bundle.
Corollary 3.5. With the same hypotheses as in the previous Proposition, there is an isomor-
phism
H
0
(
C•
GC
(E,ϕ)
) ∼= H0 (C•G (E,ϕ))⊕H2(C•G (E,ϕ))∗.
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Consider now for a semisimple Lie group G, a stable and simple parabolic G-Higgs bundle
(E,ϕ). As in the non-parabolic case [11], if a (local) universal family exists then the dimension
of the component of the moduli space containing the pair (E,ϕ) is equal to the dimension of
the infinitesimal deformation space H1 (C• (E,ϕ)); this dimension is referred to as the expected
dimension of the moduli space.
In this situation, H0
(
C•
GC
(E,ϕ)
)
= 0 and so
H
0 (C•G (E,ϕ)) = 0 = H
2 (C•G (E,ϕ)) ,
for G semisimple. The long exact sequence then provides that
dimH1 (C• (E,ϕ)) = −χ (C• (E,ϕ)) ,
where for simplicity we are keeping the same notation (C• (E,ϕ)) for the complex of sheaves
for the group G. The expected dimension of the moduli space Mpar (G) of stable para-
bolic G-Higgs bundles can be calculated using the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch formula and is
independent of the choice of (E,ϕ):
Proposition 3.6. For a semisimple Lie group G, the moduli space Mpar (G) of stable para-
bolic G-Higgs bundles is a smooth complex variety of dimension
(g − 1) dimGC + s · rk
(
E
(
mC
))
,
where g is the genus of the Riemann surface X and s is the number of points in D.
Proof. Let (E,ϕ) be any stable parabolic G-Higgs bundle. The short exact sequence (1)
provides that χ(NE(mC)) = χ(E(mC))−∑χ(E(mC)xi/ni).
Moreover, since E(mC)xi/ni is a skyscrapper sheaf, the rank is zero, thus
χ(E(mC)xi/ni) = deg(E(m
C)xi/ni).
On the other hand, we have that
deg(NE(mC)) = deg(E(mC))−
∑
i
deg(E(mC)xi/ni)
By the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch theorem applied to the vector bundle E(mC) it follows that
χ(E(mC)) = deg(E(mC)) + rk(E(mC)) · (1− g)
and thus
χ(NE(mC)) = deg(NE(mC)) + rk(E(mC)) · (1− g).
Therefore:
χ
(
NE
(
mC
)
⊗K (D)
)
= deg
(
NE
(
mC
)
⊗K (D)
)
+ rk
(
E
(
mC
)
⊗K (D)
)
· (1− g)
= deg
(
NE
(
mC
))
+ rk
(
E
(
mC
))
· (2g − 2 + s) + rk
(
E
(
mC
))
· (1− g)
= deg
(
NE
(
mC
))
+ rk
(
E
(
mC
))
· (g − 1 + s) .
From the short exact sequence (1), the dimension of the moduli space is:
deg
(
NE
(
mC
))
+ rk
(
E
(
mC
))
· (g − 1 + s)− deg
(
NE
(
hC
))
− rk
(
E
(
hC
))
· (1− g)
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Moreover, any invariant pairing on gC (the Killing form) induces isomorphisms NE
(
hC
) ≃
NE
(
hC
)∗
and NE
(
mC
) ≃ NE(mC)∗. Hence,
deg
(
NE
(
hC
))
= deg
(
NE
(
mC
))
= 0
The asserted computation in the proposition now follows. 
Remark 3.7. Notice that when the number of punctures s is zero, this dimension count coin-
cides with the dimension count in Proposition 3.19 of [11] in the non-parabolic case.
4. Parabolic Teichmu¨ller components
In his seminal article [16], N. Hitchin demonstrated the existence of topologically trivial
connected components, which he then called Teichmu¨ller components, in the moduli space
Hom+ (π1 (Σ) , G) of reductive fundamental group representations into the adjoint group G
of the split real form of a complex simple Lie group GC, for a compact oriented surface
Σ of genus g ≥ 2. Recall that the split real forms of the classical groups are the groups
SL (n,R), SO (n+ 1, n), Sp (2n,R) and SO (n, n). These components, in reality Euclidean
spaces of dimension 2 (g − 1) dimRG, from the point of view of stable G-Higgs bundles are
parameterized by fixed square roots of the canonical line bundle over the Riemann surface,
for a choice of complex structure on Σ.
Later on, in [5] the authors have extended N. Hitchin’s results for a Riemann surface
with s-many punctures and the group G = SL (n,R). In particular, for a compact Riemann
surface X of genus g and a divisor of s-many distinct points D = {x1, . . . , xs} such that
2g− 2 + s > 0, they showed that Fuchsian representations of π1 (X\D) into PSL (2,R) are in
one-to-one correspondence with parabolic SL (2,R)-Higgs bundles of the form (E, θ), where:
(1) E := (L⊗ ξ)∗ ⊕ L,
where L is a line bundle with L2 = KX and ξ = OX (D) is the line bundle over the
divisor D; the bundle E is equipped with a parabolic structure given by a trivial flag
Exi ⊃ {0} and weight 12 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
(2) θ :=
(
0 1
a 0
)
∈ H0 (X,End (E)⊗K (D)),
for a meromorphic quadratic differential a ∈ H0 (X,K2 (D)).
Considering the (k − 1)-symmetric product of the parabolic vector bundle E, an extension of
this result was provided also in [5] for representations into PSL (k,R), for k > 2. Fuchsian
representations of π1 (X\D) into PSL (k,R) correspond to parabolic SL (k,R)-Higgs bundles
(Wk, θ (a2, . . . , ak)), where:
(1) Wk = S
k−1 (E) ⊗ ξm(k), where m (k) =
{
k
2 − 1, k : even
k−1
2 , k : odd
, equipped with the trivial
flag (Wk)xi ⊃ {0} with weight β =
{
1
2 , for k even
0, for k odd
, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
(2) θ (a2, . . . ak) =

0 1 0
0 0
. . . 0
...
. . . 1
ak · · · a2 0
, for merom. differentials aj ∈ H0 (X,Kj ⊗ ξj−1).
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Lastly, it was shown in [5] that there exists a component of real dimension 2 (g − 1) (k2 − 1)+
s
(
k2 − k) in the moduli space of representations of π1 (X\D) into SL (k,R) with fixed con-
jugacy class of monodromy around the punctures. In the sequel, we extend these results for
general split real G.
Using an irreducible representation φ : SL(2,R) → G for a split real group G, which
sends copies of a maximal compact subgroup of SL(2,R) into copies of a maximal compact
subgroup of G, one can provide the existence of a parabolic Teichmu¨ller component similarly
to the classical method by N. Hitchin. This was discussed in §8 of [1] . In particular, the
representation φ considered induces a decomposition gC =
l⊕
i=1
Vi into irreducible pieces. For
a standard sl2 basis (H,X, Y ), with H =
√−1u1, take e1 = φ (X) and e−1 = φ (Y ). There
exists a basis p1, . . . , pl of invariant polynomials on g
C of degrees mi + 1, where 2mi + 1 is
the dimension of Vi, or equivalently mi is the eigenvalue of adH on a highest weight vector
ei ∈ Vi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ l, with the property that for elements of the form
f = e−1 + f1e1 + . . .+ flel
it is pi (f) = fi. Analogously to the non-parabolic case of N. Hitchin [16], one obtains a
section ψ of the map
p :Mpar (G)→
l⊕
i=1
H0
(
X,Kmi+1 ⊗ ξmi)
consisted of a family of parabolic G-Higgs bundles (φ (E) , ϕ), where:
(1) E = (L⊗ ξ)∗ ⊕ L, for L2 = KX and ξ = OX (D), and φ (E) is equipped with the
trivial flag (φ (E))xi ⊃ {0} with weight 12 , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ s, and
(2) The Higgs field is considered to be given by
ϕ = e−1 + a1e1 + . . . alel
with aj ∈ H0
(
X,Kmi+1 ⊗ ξmi), for 1 ≤ j ≤ l.
The Higgs field ϕ is meromorphic with simple poles at the points xi in the divisor D and the
residue Resxiϕ = e−1 is nilpotent with l-dimensional centralizer, where l = rkg
C. The section
ψ thus provides the existence of a parabolic Teichmu¨ller component.
In fact, these components are parameterized by parabolic square roots of the line bundle
K (D) of degree 2g − 2 + s, that is, line bundles L0 → X with degL0 = g − 1 equipped
with a trivial flag (L0)xi ⊃ {0} and parabolic weight 12 on each fiber (L0)xi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
Notice that, for such objects, par degL0 = g− 1+ s2 . In §7.2 later on, we show that there are
22g+s−1 many non-isomorphic such parabolic square roots of K (D), thus there exist 22g+s−1
parabolic Teichmu¨ller components of Mpar (G) for a split real group G. We finally apply the
Riemann-Roch formula to compute the dimension of these components:
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g and let D = {x1, . . . xs} a
divisor of s-many distinct points on X, such that 2g− 2+ s > 0, that is, the surface X can be
equipped with a metric of constant negative curvature (-4). Let G be the adjoint group of the
split real form of a complex simple Lie group with Cartan decomposition in the Lie algebra
g = h⊕m. The space of homomorphisms from the fundamental group of X into G, with fixed
conjugacy class of monodromy around the points in D, has a component of real dimension
2 (g − 1) dimRG+ 2s · rkE
(
mC
)
.
Proof. As in N. Hitchin’s classical approach, the non-abelian Hodge correspondence for non-
compact curves (see [1], [29], [30]) identifies the subfamily defined by the parabolic Hitchin
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section ψ with the moduli space of completely reducible flat G-connections on X\D, mero-
morphic at xi ∈ D and whose holonomy is G-conjugated to an element U ∈ H, where H ⊂ G
is a maximal compact subgroup of G.
From the Riemann-Roch formula, one obtains that the real dimension of the vector space
l⊕
i=1
H0
(
X,Kmi+1 ⊗ ξmi) is equal to
2
[
l∑
i=1
(2mi + 1) (g − 1) +mis
]
= 2 (g − 1) dimRG+ 2s
l∑
i=1
mi
For the family of parabolic Higgs bundles we have considered, the residue of the Higgs field
Resxiϕ = e−1 is regular, nilpotent.
On the other hand, π1 (X) =
〈
c1, d1, . . . , cg, dg, e1, . . . , es
∣∣∣∣∣ g∏j=1 [cj , dj ] s∏j=1 ej = id
〉
, where
cj , dj are simple loops around the handles of X and ej are simple loops around the points xi
in the divisor. The image of the elements cj , dj via a representation
ρ : π1 (X)→ G
depends on dimG different parameters. Moreover, for each loop ej , the relations for weights
and monodromies in Table 1 of [1] provide that the image of ej via a representation ρ :
π1 (X\D)→ G, is a regular unipotent element Ej . Let Uj be the set of all conjugacy classes
of Ej . To calculate the number of parameters for the image of ej is equivalent to calculating
the number of parameters for the set Uj . Clearly, any element in Uj can be written as
AEjA
−1, where A ∈ G/I , where I is the centralizer of the unipotent and regular element
Ej. This means that dim I = l, where l = rkg
C, thus the total number of parameters for
the image ρ ([ej ]) is dimCg
C − l =
l∑
i=1
2mi. We deduce that the real dimension of the space
of fundamental group representations into G with the monodromy around the points in D
lying in the conjugacy class of an element in H, is equal to 2dimRG (g − 1) + 2s
l∑
i=1
mi. This
coincides with the dimension count for the vector space
l⊕
i=1
H0
(
X,Kmi+1 ⊗ ξmi), which can
be written as
2dimRG (g − 1) + 2s · rkE
(
mC
)
since for the weights in the family of Higgs bundles in the Hitchin section, it holds in particular
that
(
E
(
mC
))
xi
≃ mC. 
Remark 4.2. Note that in the absence of punctures, the dimension of a Teichmu¨ller component
coincides with the one from [16].
5. Parabolic maximal components
Distinguished components of the moduli space Mpar (G) also exist when the homogeneous
space G/H is a Hermitian symmetric space of noncompact type, where H ⊂ G is a maximal
compact subgroup. For the classical groups, this means considering the Lie groups SU(p, q),
Sp(2n,R), SO∗(2n) and SO0(2, n). In this case, h = Lie (H) has a 1-dimensional center and
there is a decomposition of mC into its ±i-eigenspaces mC = m+⊕m−. For a parabolic G-Higgs
bundle (E,ϕ) with the Higgs field ϕ decomposing accordingly as ϕ = ϕ+ + ϕ−, the authors
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in [1] define a Toledo invariant τ (E) analogously to the non-parabolic case and provide a
general inequality of Milnor-Wood type:
Proposition 5.1 (O. Biquard, O. Garc´ıa-Prada, I. Mundet i Riera [1]). For a semistable
parabolic G-Higgs bundle (E,ϕ) on a Riemann surface with a divisor (X,D), it holds that
−rk (ϕ+) (2g − 2 + s) ≤ τ (E) ≤ rk (ϕ−) (2g − 2 + s)
In the sequel of this section, we study explicitly the case when G = Sp(2n,R). Then,
in §6 and §7 we describe topological invariants for parabolic maximal G = Sp(2n,R)-Higgs
bundles. The analysis for the case G = Sp(2n,R) can be then readily adapted for the study
of parabolic maximal G-Higgs bundles also for the other Hermitian symmetric spaces G/H .
5.1. Parabolic maximal Sp (2n,R)-Higgs bundles. A maximal compact subgroup of G =
Sp (2n,R) is H = U(n) and HC = GL (n,C), thus the parabolic structure on a GL (n,C)-
principal bundle is in this case defined by a weighted filtration. We will first fix some notation
before giving the precise definitions.
Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g and let the divisor D := {x1, . . . , xs} of
s-many distinct points on X, assuming that 2g − 2 + 2s > 0. Let K denote, as usual, the
canonical line bundle over X of degree 2g − 2, and ξ := OX (D) the line bundle on X given
by the divisor D. The degree of the line bundle K ⊗ ξ is 2g− 2 + s, where s is the number of
points in the divisor considered.
Let V be a rank n holomorphic bundle over X. Equip this with a parabolic structure given
by a weighted flag on each fiber Vxi :
Vxi ⊃ Vxi,2 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Vxi,n+1 = {0}
0 ≤ α1 (xi) ≤ . . . ≤ αn (xi) < 1 (2)
for each xi ∈ D. The parabolic degree of the parabolic bundle (V, α) is given by the rational
number
par deg V = degV +
∑
xi∈D
n∑
j=1
αj (xi)
For a parabolic principal HC = GL (n,C)-bundle E, let E
(
mC
)
denote the (parabolic)
bundle associated to E via the isotropy representation and, as a bundle,
E
(
mC
)
= Symn (V )⊕ Symn (V ∗)
for V the rank n bundle associated by the standard representation. Let us now describe the
parabolic symmetric power of a parabolic bundle V under a specific example:
Let V → X be a rank n bundle defined over the compact surface and let it be equipped
with a parabolic structure defined by a trivial flag Vx ⊃ {0} and weight 1n for each Vx and
x ∈ D. Then the parabolic symmetric power V ⊗parn is equipped with the trivial flag and
weight 1. In order to have a parabolic structure with the weight in the correct interval [0, 1),
we define the parabolic symmetric power V ⊗parn, as the bundle V n ⊗ ξ equipped with a
parabolic structure given by the trivial flag and weight 0. Similarly, the parabolic symmetric
power for the parabolic dual (V ∨)⊗parn is defined as the bundle (V ∗)n ⊗ ξ∗ equipped with a
parabolic structure given by the trivial flag and weight 0.
Now, the parabolic tensor product E
(
mC
)⊗K (D) is expressed as
[Symn (V )⊗ ξ ⊗K ⊗ ξ]⊕ [Symn (V ∗)⊗ ξ∗ ⊗K ⊗ ξ]
equipped with a parabolic structure given by the trivial flag and weight 0.
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In other words, the Higgs field according to the definition of a parabolic G-Higgs bundle
described in §2.2 is given by a pair (β, γ), where
β ∈ H0 (Symn (V )⊗ ξ ⊗K ⊗ ξ∗) or β : V ∗ ⊗ ξ∗ → V ⊗K ⊗ ξ
and
γ ∈ H0 (Symn (V ∗)⊗ ξ∗ ⊗K ⊗ ξ) or γ : V → V ∗ ⊗ ξ∗ ⊗K ⊗ ξ
Thus, the definition of a parabolic Sp (2n,R)-Higgs bundle according to the authors in [1]
specializes to the following:
Definition 5.2. Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g and let the divisor D :=
{x1, . . . , xs} of s-many distinct points on X, assuming that 2g − 2 + 2s > 0. A parabolic
Sp (2n,R)-Higgs bundle is defined as a triple (V, β, γ), where
• V is a rank n bundle on X, equipped with a parabolic structure given by a weighted
flag as in (2), and
• The maps β : V ∨ → V ⊗ K ⊗ ξ and γ : V → V ∨ ⊗ K ⊗ ξ are strongly parabolic
symmetric morphisms.
The parabolic structures on V and V ∨ now induce a parabolic structure on the para-
bolic sum E = V ⊕ V ∨, for which par degE = 0. We define alternatively a parabolic
Sp (2n,R)-Higgs bundle on (X,D) as a parabolic Higgs bundle (E,Φ), where E = V ⊕ V ∨
and Φ =
(
0 β
γ 0
)
: E → E ⊗K (D); the stability condition for such pairs (E,Φ) will be the
one considered in Definition 2.4. Fixing the topological invariant d = deg (V ) and weight
type α for the parabolic bundle V , let Mpar (Sp(2n,R)) = Mpar (X,D,Sp (2n,R) , α) be
the moduli space of polystable parabolic Sp (2n,R)-Higgs bundles of degree d and weight type
α. This moduli space can be then constructed as a closed subvariety of the moduli space
Mpar (2n, d, α) of K. Yokogawa [32]. Note that this was also the consideration followed by M.
Logares in [22] studying parabolic U(p, q)-Higgs bundles.
Definition 5.3. The parabolic Toledo invariant of a parabolic Sp (2n,R)-Higgs bundle is
defined as the rational number
τ = par deg (V )
Moreover, we may obtain a Milnor-Wood type inequality for this topological invariant:
Proposition 5.4. Let (E,Φ) be a semistable parabolic Sp (2n,R)-Higgs bundle. Then
|τ | ≤ n
(
g − 1 + s
2
)
where s is the number of points in the divisor D.
Proof. Consider parabolic bundles N = ker (γ) and I = Im(γ)⊗ (K ⊗ ξ)−1 ≤ V ∨.
We thus get an exact sequence of parabolic bundles
0→ N → V → I ⊗K ⊗ ξ → 0
and so
par deg (V ) = par deg (N) + par deg (I ⊗K ⊗ ξ)
= par deg (N) + par deg (I) + rk (I) (2g − 2 + s) (3)
using the formula that gives the parabolic degree for the tensor product and the fact that
par deg (K ⊗ ξ) = 2g − 2 + s.
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I is a subsheaf of V ∨ and I →֒ V ∨ is a parabolic map. Let I˜ ⊂ V ∨ be its saturation, which is
a subbundle of V ∨ and endow it with the induced parabolic structure. So N,V ⊕ I˜ ⊂ E are
Φ-invariant parabolic subbundles of E. The semistability of (E,Φ) now implies parµ (N) ≤
parµ (E) and parµ (V ⊕ I) ≤ parµ
(
V ⊕ I˜
)
≤ parµ (E). However,
parµ (E) =
par deg (E)
rk (E)
= 0
thus we have
par deg (N) ≤ 0
and
par deg (V ) + par deg (I) ≤ 0
Equation (3) provides that
par deg (V ) ≤ −par deg (V ) + rk (I) (2g − 2 + s)
2par deg (V ) ≤ n (2g − 2 + s)
τ ≤ n
(
g − 1 + s
2
)
The map (V, β, γ) 7→ (V ∨ ⊗ ξ, γ, β) defines an isomorphism M−τ ∼= Mτ providing the
minimal bound −τ ≤ n (g − 1 + s2). 
Definition 5.5. The parabolic Sp (2n,R)-Higgs bundles with parabolic Toledo invariant τ =
n
(
g − 1 + s2
)
will be called maximal and we will denote the components containing those by
Mmaxpar :=M
n(g−1+ s
2
)
par
It can be shown that these components are non-empty (see [21]).
6. The correspondence to orbifold Higgs bundles
The topology of parabolic semistable G-Higgs bundle moduli spaces has been studied so
far in the case when G = GL(n,C) in [12] and G = U(p, q) in [22], where analogous results
as in the non-parabolic cases have been established. For the case G = Sp (2n,R) we use
a correspondence between parabolic Higgs bundles and orbifold Higgs bundles in order to
define appropriate topological invariants to count connected components. We describe this
correspondence in the present section.
6.1. Orbifold Higgs bundles. Let Y be a closed, connected, smooth Riemann surface. Let
Aut (Y ) be the group of algebraic automorphisms of Y . Assume that the finite group Γ acts
faithfully on Y , in other words, there is an injective homomorphism h : Γ→ Aut (Y ). Denote
by [Y/Γ] the orbifold. Let E be a vector bundle over Y . We say that E is Γ-equivariant,
if there is a group action on E, ρ : Γ × E → E, such that φ ◦ ρ(γ, z) = h(γ)(φ(z)), where
φ : E → Y is the projection.
Definition 6.1. An orbifold sheaf on [Y/Γ] is a torsion free coherent sheaf E on Y together
with a lift of the action of Γ to E, such that the automorphism of the space of stalks for the
action of any g ∈ Γ is a coherent sheaf isomorphism between E and ρ(g−1)∗E. When E is
locally free, it is called an orbifold bundle.
Recall that a Higgs field Φ of a holomorphic bundle E over Y is a holomorphic section of
End(E) ⊗ K, where K is the canonical bundle over Y . We define next the orbifold Higgs
field:
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Definition 6.2. An orbifold Higgs field Φ over the orbifold bundle E is a Higgs field such
that it is equivariant with respect to the action of Γ, i.e., ρ(g−1)∗Φ = Φ.
Definition 6.3. A Higgs bundle over the orbifold [Y/Γ] is a pair (E,Φ), where E is an orbifold
bundle and Φ is an orbifold Higgs field.
An orbifold bundle E is called orbifold stable (resp. semistable), if for any Γ-invariant
stable (resp. semistable) subbundle F of E with 0 < rank F < rank E, the inequality
µorb(F ) < µorb(E) (resp. µorb(F ) ≤ µorb(E)) holds. An orbifold Higgs bundle (E,Φ) will
be called orbifold stable (resp. semistable), if for any orbifold Higgs field Φ and Γ-invariant
subbundle F , the above inequality holds. Details can be found in [9], [25] and [4].
In this article, we are interested in the case when X = Y/Γ is a compact Riemann surface.
6.2. Local Picture of an Orbifold Higgs Bundle. Let M˜ be a k-dimensional manifold
with s-many marked points p1, ..., ps. For each marked point, there is a linear representation
σi : Γi → Aut(Rk) of a cyclic group Γi = 〈σi〉, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, where Γi acts freely on Rk\{0}
together with an atlas of coordinate charts
φi : Ui → Dk/σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ s;
φp : Up → Dk, p ∈M\{p1, ..., pn}.
We get the orbifold M by gluing all local coordinate charts above, while M˜ is the underlying
manifold ofM . The example we are interested in isM = [Y/Γ], where Y is a closed, connected,
smooth Riemann surface and Γ is a finite group acting effectively on Y . In [9], M. Furuta and
B. Steer consider this construction to define a V -manifold. We will review some properties of
V -manifolds in §7 later on.
Definition 6.4. A holomorphic orbifold bundle E over M is defined locally on the charts as
above with a collection of isotropy representations τi : Γi → Aut(Cm) and local trivializations
θi : E|Ui → Dk × Cm/σi × τi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
If we forget the group action, we get a well defined holomorphic vector bundle E˜ over the
underlying space M˜ . We say that a local trivialization Θi : E˜|Dk → Dk × Cm is compatible
with the orbifold structure (with respect to E), if Θi is Γi-equivariant, where the Γi action
comes from the local trivialization θi. Definition 6.4 is the local description of Definition 6.1.
We now give an example of the local chart of a rank m holomorphic orbifold bundle E over
M = [U/Zα], where α ≥ 2. A local trivialization Θ : E˜ → U × Cm is Zα-equivariant with
respect to the following action
t(z; z1, z2, ..., zm) = (tz; t
k1z1, t
k2z2, ..., t
kmzm),
where k1, ..., km are integers such that k1 ≤ k2 ≤ ... ≤ km ≤ α. We can take local holomorphic
sections f1, ..., fm of E˜ such that {f1(p), ..., fm(p)} is a basis of (E˜)p consisting of eigenvectors.
Then, we can set
Θ = (t−k1(t · f1), ..., t−km(t · fm)),
where t · fi(p) = tkifi(p).
Let now Φ be a Higgs field over E. In our example, Φ can be written with respect to the
local chart [U/Zα] as follows:
Φ = (φij)1≤i,j≤m,
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where
φij =
{
zki−kj φˆij(zα)dzz if ki ≥ kj
0 if ki < kj ,
(4)
and φˆij are holomorphic functions on E˜. We explain why Φ can in fact be written this way
in the following two remarks.
Remark 6.5. In general, Φ ∈ H0(End0(E) ⊗ K) is Zα-equivariant, where End0(E) is the
traceless homomorphism of E and the action of Zα on End0(E) ⊗ K is the conjugation.
Under the conjugation action, we have
φij =
{
zki−kj φˆij(zα)dzz if ki ≥ kj
zki−kj φˆij(zα)dzz if ki < kj .
If ki ≤ kj , then zki−kj is a negative number, which means possibly a meromorphic section,
not holomorphic. Hence, we may define φij as in (4).
Remark 6.6. In the next subsection, we construct the correspondence between an orbifold
Higgs bundle and a parabolic Higgs bundle. Under this correspondence, Φ = (φij) is a Higgs
field, and the fact that Φ is a “lower triangular matrix” means that Φ preserves the filtration
(cf. Definition 2.5). Hence, Φ is a well-defined parabolic Higgs field. Details will be discussed
in the next section.
6.3. Orbifold Higgs bundle vs. Parabolic Higgs bundle. We construct a parabolic
Higgs bundle over an underlying surface from a given orbifold Higgs bundle and show that
this construction is precisely a one-to-one correspondence. This provides that given any
parabolic Higgs bundle over the underlying surface, we can recover the orbifold Higgs bundle.
We discuss the local construction in detail for both the holomorphic bundle and the Higgs
field; this local construction can be glued naturally.
6.3.1. Holomorphic bundle. We briefly review the construction by M. Furuta and B. Steer
for the holomorphic bundle (cf. [9]). Since we work on the local chart, let E be a rank m
holomorphic orbifold bundle over the orbifold surface M = [U/Zα], where α ≥ 2, with local
trivialization Θ : E˜ → U × Cm. The local trivialization Θ is Zα-equivariant with respect to
the action
t(z; z1, z2, ..., zm) = (tz; t
k1z1, t
k2z2, ..., t
kmzm),
Now we consider a bundle map f (k1, . . . , km) : U\ {p} × Cm → U\ {p} × Cm defined by
f =
z
k1
. . .
zkm

Let Θ˜ = f(k1, . . . , km)
−1Θ. It is not hard to check that
Θ˜ (t · z) =
z
k1−k1
. . .
zkm−km
 Θ˜ (z) = Θ˜ (z) (5)
Hence, we define E (k1, . . . km) to be the holomorphic orbifold bundle by patching E
∣∣
U\{p}
and U × Cm via Θ˜ = f(k1, . . . km)−1Θ. From Equation (5), we also know the isotropy
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representation is trivial, thus E (k1, . . . km) is a well-defined holomorphic bundle over the
underlying space U . To define the filtration corresponding to the orbifold bundle (E,Θ), we
have to make another assumption on the numbers ki: We say the local trivialization Θ is
good, if
k1 ≤ k2 ≤ . . . ≤ km.
Let r be the number of distinct ki and let κ1, . . . , κr be the respective multiplicities of each
of those distinct numbers. We define the parabolic structure on F = E (k1, . . . km) at a point
p by the following filtration
Fp = F1 ⊃ F2 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Fr+1 = {0} ,
where Fi =
ji−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
0⊕ · · · ⊕ 0⊕
r−ji−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
C⊕ · · · ⊕ C, with weight kjs
α
and js = κ1 + . . . + κs. Clearly, F is a
parabolic vector bundle over the underlying space.
Theorem 6.7 (Theorem 5.7 in [9]). The construction from E to F = E (k1, . . . km) gives
a bijective correspondence between isomorphism classes of holomorphic orbifold bundles with
good trivialization (E,Θ) and isomorphism classes of parabolic bundles
(
F, Θ˜
)
.
6.3.2. Higgs field. We now describe the correspondence for the Higgs fields for (E,Θ) and(
F, Θ˜
)
. M. Furuta and B. Steer have constructed this correspondence in the rank 2 case. We
construct the Higgs field for any rank in a similar way. The difference is that our construction
of the Higgs field preserves the filtration of a parabolic bundle (Definition 2.5).
Remember that Equation (4) gives the local description of the orbifold Higgs field on
M = [U/Zα]. Under the correspondence E → F described in §6.3.1, the corresponding Higgs
field Φ˜ over the underlying space U˜ should be the conjugation of Φ by the matrix f (k1, . . . kr).
Hence, we have
φ˜ij = z
kj−kiφˆ(zα)ij
dz
z
=
{
φˆij(w)
αw
dw if ki > kj
0 if ki ≤ kj ,
where we change the coordinate by w = zα in the second equality above. From this calculation,
it is implied that Φ˜ =
(
φ˜ij
)
is a section with at most simple pole at p inH0 (End0 (F )⊗K (p)),
in other words, Φ˜ : F → F ⊗K (p).
Since the trivialization Θ is good, that is, k1 ≤ k2 ≤ . . . ≤ kr, the orbifold Higgs field Φ
is a lower-triangular matrix. The same is true for Φ˜, and so Φ˜ preserves the filtration. In
conclusion, Φ˜ is a parabolic Higgs field. It is not hard to recover the orbifold Higgs field Φ
from Φ˜, giving a one-to-one correspondence. In summary, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 6.8. The above construction gives a bijective correspondence between isomorphism
classes of holomorphic orbifold Higgs bundle with good trivialization (E,Θ,Φ) and isomor-
phism classes of parabolic Higgs bundles
(
F, Θ˜, Φ˜
)
.
Given this theorem, the next step is to show that this correspondence holds in the semistable
(resp. stable) case. The following theorem gives us a way to calculate the degree of an orbifold
line bundle.
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Theorem 6.9 (Kawasaki-Riemann-Roch [19]). If E is a holomorphic orbifold line bundle
over [X/Γ] with isotropy σβii at pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, then
dimH0(M,E) − dimH1(M,E) = 1− g + deg(E)−
s∑
i=1
βi
αi
, (6)
where deg(E) is the degree of E as a V -bundle over X, which is a rational number, and αi is
the order of the group generated by σi.
We want to remind the reader that deg(E)−∑si=1 βiαi is an integer.
Under the correspondence of Theorem 6.8, we have
deg(F ) = deg(E)−
s∑
i=1
βi
αi
.
whereas Formula (6) implies that deg(E) = par deg(F ). In conclusion, the equality of the
degree provides the following proposition:
Proposition 6.10 (Proposition 5.9 in [9]). We have a bijective correspondence between iso-
morphism classes of holomorphic semistable (resp. stable) orbifold Higgs bundle with good
trivialization (E,Θ,Φ) and isomorphism classes of semistable (resp. stable) parabolic Higgs
bundles
(
F, Θ˜, Φ˜
)
.
Remark 6.11. For the special maximal parabolic G-Higgs bundles we are considering, we have
seen that the defining parabolic bundle data for those can be reinterpreted as a direct sum of
parabolic vector bundles (as is E = V ⊕ V ∨ in the Sp(2n,R) case), thus the correspondence
of Proposition 6.14 can be used into our setting.
7. Topological Invariants of Parabolic Maximal Sp(2n,R)-Higgs bundles
Under the correspondence described in the last section, we use the V -cohomology to de-
scribe the topological invariants of the maximal Sp(2n,R)-parabolic Higgs bundles. In [27],
an explanation is provided on how to construct the fundamental group of the orbifold, and on
p. 426-427 of the same article, the homology group is defined and the character is calculated.
From this, we can clearly define the orbifold cohomology H1 (M) in our case. Moreover, in
[9], p. 42, the authors always consider M as oriented, thus M is a surface. Hence, it is also
natural to define its cohomology. The V -manifold we discuss in this section is exactly an
orbifold. The terminology V -manifold comes from [9] and [25]. We first review some basic
properties of a V -manifold.
7.1. V -manifold. The V -manifold is an orbifold. We review the definition of an orbifold and
a holomorphic bundle over an orbifold from the last section.
Let M˜ be a k-dimensional manifold with s-many marked points p1, ..., ps. For each marked
point, there is a linear representation σi : Γi → Aut(Rk) of a cyclic group Γi = 〈σi〉, 1 ≤ i ≤ s,
where Γi acts freely on R
k\{0} together with an atlas of coordinate charts
φi : Ui → Dk/σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ s;
φp : Up → Dk, p ∈M\{p1, ..., pn}.
We get the orbifold M by gluing all local coordinate charts above, while M˜ is the underlying
manifold of M . We call M the V -manifold in this section. The V -bundle E over M (or vector
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bundle over the V -manifold M) is defined locally on the charts as above with a collection of
isotropy representations τi : Fi → Aut(C l) and local trivializations θi : E|Ui → Dk × C l/σi ×
τi, 1 ≤ i ≤ s. We are interested in the case when the manifold M˜ is Y/Γ, where Y is a compact
Riemann surface and Γ is a finite group acting effectively on Y . The following theorem gives
us the condition when the V -manifold M can be written in the form [Y/Γ].
Theorem 7.1 (Theorem 1.2 in [9]). Any compact oriented V -surface M , with s ≥ 3 or s = 2
and α1 6= α2 if g = 0, has the form Y/Γ, where Y is a compact Riemann surface with genus
g and Γ is a finite group acting effectively.
Theorem 7.2 (Theorem 1.3 in [9]). If the compact oriented V -manifold M has the form
Y/Γ, then there is a bijective correspondence between isomorphism classes of complex V -
bundles over M and equivariant isomorphism classes of complex vector bundles over Y with
a Γ-action.
We define V -cohomology as follows: Recall that M is a union of Y \{p1, ..., ps} and
∐
Ui,
where Ui = Di/Zαi , 1 ≤ i ≤ s. We defineMV as a union of Y \{p1, ..., ps} and
∐
EZαi×ZαiDi.
Definition 7.3. The V -cohomology H∗V (M) is defined as the cohomology
H∗V (M) = H
∗(MV ).
The following theorem is the basic tool in order to calculate the cohomology group H∗(M):
Theorem 7.4 (Theorem 2.2 in [9]). We have the following isomorphism about the first V -
cohomology group
H1V (M,Z)
∼= H1(M,Z).
7.2. Orbifold Line Bundle vs. Line V-bundle.
Definition 7.5. Under the tensor product, the topological isomorphism classes of line V -
bundles form a group, which shall be denoted by PictV (M).
The topological classification of the bundles on a V -Riemann surface is already done by M.
Furuta and B. Steer [9]. Recall that there is a canonical line bundle Li at each point pi such
that Lkii = O(pi), and this bundle has isotropy e
2pi
√−1 1
ki at each point pi. Thus, if we have a
V -bundle L with isotropy ((β1, k1), . . . , (βs, ks)), we define the desingularization |L| to be
|L| = L⊗ L−β11 ⊗ . . .⊗ L−βss
and it turns out that these completely classify the line bundles topologically.
Theorem 7.6 (Proposition 1.4 in [9]). There is a bijective correspondence between isomor-
phism classes of complex V-bundles and isotropy classes σβ11 , . . . σ
βs
s , as well as the first Chern
class of a line bundle on the underlying manifold. Thus
PictV (M) = Pic
t(|M |)⊕
s⊕
i=1
Zki
The idea of the proof is the following: We recall that on an ordinary Riemann surface, two
line bundles L1 and L2 are topologically equivalent, if and only if c1(L1) = c1(L2). Now we
can use the desingularization to define |L1| and |L2| and see they are equivalent if and only if
c1(|L1|) = c1(|L2|) and that the isotropy classes coincide under some trivialization.
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The class (c1(|L|), (β1, k1), . . . , (βs, ks)) is called the Seifert invariant of this bundle. Note
that this invariant depends on the local trivialization of each neighborhood.
We have more invariants if we would like to classify the holomorphic bundle instead of
the topological bundle. From the classical Narasinhan-Seshadri correspondence, there is a
correspondence between unitary representations of fundamental group and rank n polystable
bundles E with trivial first Chern class and it holds that c2(E) · c1(L)n−1 for an ample line
bundle L. I. Biswas and A. Hogadi in [6] generalized this correspondence for a compact
orbifold of any dimension and any rank:
Theorem 7.7 (Theorem 1.2 in [6]). Let M be a complex projective orbifold of dimension n
and E a vector bundle over X with L an ample line bundle. Then E is polystable with respect
to L if and only if it corresponds to a unitary representation of an orbifold line bundle.
Thus, in particular, in the case of a line bundle over a Riemann surface, the stability
condition is trivial. We know that Pic0V (M) = Hom(π
1
V (M),C
∗). We see that in the case of
s-many marked points, since C∗ is commutative, it is
Pic0V (M) = Hom(〈ai, bi, σi|σkii = 1,
s∏
k=1
σi = 1〉, U(1)) = (S1)2g ×
⊕s
i=1 Zki
(1, 1, . . . , 1)
We deduce that in our case with Z2 isotropy at the s-many marked points on the genus g
Riemann Surface M , we have the identification
Pic0V (M) = (S
1)2g ⊕ Zs−12 .
For bundles of higher degree, we can get a degree 0 bundle by tensoring a degree −d bundle,
thus this also reduces to the degree 0 case as the stability condition is trivial. We finally imply
the following:
Proposition 7.8. Let X be a Riemann surface with genus g, and let M be the V -manifold
with s-many marked points p1, ..., ps, around which the isotropy group is Z2, and such that X
is the underlying surface of M . Let K be the canonical bundle over X, which is also a line
V -bundle over M with trivial isotropy around the punctures. In this case, the canonical line
bundle K has 22g+s−1 many square roots over M .
7.3. Calculations in orbifold cohomology. We consider the following special V -manifold
M = U1
⋃
U2, U1 = X\{p1, ..., ps}, U2 =
s∐
i=1
D/Z2,
MV = V1
⋃
V2, V1 = X\{p1, ..., ps}, V2 =
s∐
i=1
D ×Z2 EZ2,
where D is a disk around the punctures pi and X is a compact Riemann surface of genus g.
We only calculate the rank of the V -cohomology group H∗V (M) with coefficients Z2.
By the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, we have
0→ H0(MV )→ H0(V1)
⊕
H0(V2)→ H0(V1
⋂
V2)
j1−→ H1(MV )→ H1(V1)
⊕
H1(V2)→ H1(V1
⋂
V2)
j2−→ H2(MV )→ H2(V1)
⊕
H2(V2)→ H2(V1
⋂
V2).
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(1) Clearly, V1
⋂
V2 =
∏s
i=1 S
1. We have
rk(H0(V1
⋂
V2)) = s,
rk(H1(V1
⋂
V2)) = s,
rk(H2(V1
⋂
V2)) = 0.
(2) For the cohomology group of V1 = X\{p1, ..., ps} we check that
rk(H0(V1)) = 1,
rk(H1(V1)) = 2g + s− 1,
rk(H2(V1)) = 0.
(3) We use the Leray spectral sequence to calculate the cohomology group of V2. We have
the following fibration
BZ2 → D ×Z2 EZ2 → D,
where BZ2 is the classifying space of Z2. By Leray spectral sequence, we have
H∗(BZ2,H∗(D))⇒ H∗(D ×Z2 EZ2).
We know
H i(D) =
{
Z, i = 0
0, otherwise
Hence, we have
H i(D ×Z2 EZ2) =
{
Z2, i = 0, 1, 2
0, otherwise
where H i(D×Z2 EZ2) is the Z2-cohomology. Based on the calculation above, we have
rk(H0(V2)) = s,
rk(H1(V2)) = s,
rk(H2(V2)) = s.
From the calculation of the ranks of the cohomology groups, we induce that the map j1
in the Mayer-Vietoris sequence is injective, while the map j2 is an isomorphism. Since MV
is connected, it is implied that rk(H0(MV )) = 1. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence now provides
that
rk(H1(MV )) = 2g + s− 1,
rk(H2(MV )) = s.
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7.4. Minimal Number of Topological Invariants. Recall that the definition of a para-
bolic Sp(4,R)-Higgs bundle over X with divisor D = {p1, ..., ps} involves a pair (E,Φ), where
E = V ⊕V ∨ is a rank 4 parabolic vector bundle over X and Φ =
(
0 β
γ 0
)
: E → E⊗K(D) is
a strongly parabolic Higgs field. From Proposition 5.4, the maximal parabolic degree of the
parabolic vector bundle V is 2g − 2 + s. In this maximal case, the proof of Proposition 5.4
implies that γ is an isomorphism.
Fix a square root L0 of K(D) and define W := V ⊗ L−10 . Clearly, we have
c = γ ⊗ 1
L−1
0
: W = V ⊗ L−10 → V ∨ ⊗K(D)⊗ L−10 =W∨,
φ = (β ⊗ 1L0) ◦ (γ ⊗ 1L−1
0
) : W = V ⊗ L−10 → V ⊗ L
3
2
0 =W ⊗K(D)2,
where the first map c is an isomorphism.
From the correspondence between the orbifold bundle (V -bundle) and the parabolic bundle
we studied in §6, the parabolic Higgs bundle E = V ⊕V ∨ over X, of which the filtrations over
punctures pk, 1 ≤ k ≤ s, are trivial with weight 12 , is equivalent to a Higgs V -bundle over M ,
where M is the V -manifold with s-many marked points p1, ..., ps, around which the isotropy
group is Z2, and X is the underlying surface of M . Under this correspondence, c induces a
quadratic form on the V -bundle W . Hence, the structure group of W is O(2,C). The wedge
product
∧2W gives an element in H1V (M,Z2). By Theorem 7.7 and the calculations in §7.3,
we know the number of elements in H1V (M,Z2) is 2
2g+s−1.
Another interesting description of this cohomology group is given by the fundamental group
H1V (M,Z2) = Hom(π
1
V (M),Z2),
where π1V (M) is the V -fundamental group with presentation
π1V (M) = {a1, b1, ..., ag , bg, σ1, ..., σs | σ1...σs[a1, b1]...[ag, bg] = 1, σ2i = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ s},
where a1, b1, ..., ag , bg are generators of the underlying surface X and σi are represented by
small loops around the points pi (there are n ramified points).
We discuss the minimal number of topological invariants for parabolic maximal Sp(4,R)-
Higgs bundles based on the cohomology group H1V (M,Z2). We distinguish the following
cases:
(1) If
∧2W 6= 0, every pair (u, v) is a topological invariant for W , where 0 6= u ∈
H1V (M,Z2) and v ∈ H2V (M,Z2). The number of topological invariants in this case is
2rk(H
2
V
(M,Z2))(22g+s−1 − 1).
(2) If
∧2W = 0, then the structure group can be reduced to SO(2,C) ⊂ O(2,C). From
the identification SO(2,C) ∼= C∗, W can be decomposed as the direct sum W =
L
⊕
L−1. Now, stability for the map φ : W → W ⊗K(D)2, provides the existence of
a non-trivial holomorphic map L→ L−1 ⊗K(D)2, therefore it holds necessarily that
deg(L) ≤ 2g − 2 + s.
a. If deg(L) 6= 2g−2+s, then every value of the degree gives a topological invariant.
The number of topological invariants in this case is 2g − 2 + s (0 ≤ degL ≤
2g − 3 + s).
b. If deg(L) = 2g − 2 + s, we have L2 ∼= K(D)2. This describes parabolic Sp(4,R)-
Higgs bundles (E = V ⊕ V ∨,Φ) with V = N ⊕N∨K (D), for a line bundle N =
K(D)
3
2 . Thus, square roots of K (D) parameterize components containing such
Higgs bundles, and this contributes to at least 22g+s−1 topological invariants.
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The discussion above implies our main theorem:
Theorem 7.9. The moduli space Mmaxpar (Sp (4,R)) of parabolic maximal Sp (4,R)-Higgs bun-
dles over a compact Riemann surface X of genus g with a divisor of s-many distinct points
on X, such that 2g − 2 + s > 0, has at least (2s + 1)22g+s−1 + 2g − 2 + s − 2s connected
components.
For n ≥ 3, the structure group of the Γ-equivariant vector bundle W above is O (n,C) and
the classification of O (n,C)-bundles does not provide the extra invariant deg (L) in this case.
Moreover, for every n ≥ 1 in general, there are 22g+s−1 connected components of the moduli
space Mmaxpar (Sp (2n,R)) parameterized by the square roots of the canonical bundle K (D)
(the parabolic Teichmu¨ller components). This provides the following:
Theorem 7.10. The moduli spaceMmaxpar (Sp (2,R)) of parabolic maximal Sp (2,R)-Higgs bun-
dles has at least 22g+s−1 connected components and the moduli space Mmaxpar (Sp (2n,R)) for
n ≥ 3 has at least (2s + 1)22g+s−1 connected components.
8. Other Lie groups
The topological invariants and component count method developed for the case G =
Sp(2n,R) in the previous section, hints towards counting the minimum number of maxi-
mal components of moduli of parabolic G-Higgs bundles also for other cases in which G/H is
a Hermitian symmetric space. We directly adapt the treatment followed by the authors in [8]
in the non-parabolic case. We will restrict to the cases when the bounded symmetric domain
corresponding to the Hermitian symmetric space G/H is of tube type. For the classical
semisimple Lie groups this means we will be interested in the groups SU(n, n), SO∗(2n) for
n: even and SO0(2, n) (cf. [8] for a more detailed description).
In the sequel, (X,D) will always denote a compact Riemann surface X of genus g together
with a divisor D := {x1, . . . , xs} of s-many distinct points on X, assuming that 2g−2+2s > 0.
• G = SU(n, n).
Definition 8.1. A parabolic SU(n, n)-Higgs bundle over (X,D) is a parabolic Higgs
bundle (E,Φ), such that
(1) E = V ⊕ W , where V and W are parabolic vector bundles of rank n with
par deg V = −par degW
(2) Φ =
(
0 β
γ 0
)
: E → E ⊗ K (D), where β : W → V ⊗ K (D) and γ : V →
W ⊗K (D) are strongly parabolic morphisms.
The moduli spaceMpar (SU(n, n)) is defined as a closed subvariety ofM (2n, d, α˜),
for d = deg V + degW and α˜ the induced system of weights on the parabolic direct
sum V ⊕W .
A parabolic Toledo invariant for a parabolic SU(n, n)-Higgs bundle is defined by
τ = par degV = −par degW and similarly to the proof of Proposition 5.4 one can
establish the Milnor-Wood bound:
|τ | ≤ n
(
g − 1 + s
2
)
Maximality for the Toledo invariant provides that γ : V → W ⊗ K (D) is a par-
abolic isomorphism. This, together with the condition detW = (detV )−1 for the
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corresponding V -bundles V,W imply that
(detW )2 ≃ ((K (D))∨)n
Choosing a square root L0 ofK (D) and defining W˜ =W⊗L0, we have
(
det W˜
)2
≃ O.
Therefore, the topological invariant for det W˜ is defined by the choices of a square root
of the trivial line V -bundle, which can take 22g+s−1 different values. We deduce the
following:
Theorem 8.2. The moduli space Mmaxpar (SU(n, n)) of parabolic maximal SU(n, n)-
Higgs bundles has at least 22g+s−1 connected components.
Remark 8.3. The preceding analysis coincides with the analysis for Sp(2,R) ≃ SU(1, 1).
Note, however, that for n 6= 1 there are no Teichmu¨ller components, since SU(n, n) is
not a split real form.
• SO∗(2n), for n: even.
Definition 8.4. A parabolic SO∗(2n)-Higgs bundle over (X,D) for n = 2m is a
parabolic Higgs bundle (E,Φ), such that
(1) E = V ⊕ V ∨, where V is a parabolic vector bundle of rank n, and
(2) Φ =
(
0 β
γ 0
)
: E → E ⊗ K (D), where β : V ∨ → V ⊗ K (D) and γ : V →
V ∨ ⊗K (D) are skew-symmetric strongly parabolic morphisms.
The moduli space Mpar (SO∗(2n)) is defined as a closed subvariety ofM (2n, d, α˜),
for d = deg V and α˜ the induced system of weights on the parabolic direct sum V ⊕V ∨.
A parabolic Toledo invariant for a parabolic SO∗(2n)-Higgs bundle is defined by
τ = par deg V , for which:
|τ | ≤ n
(
g − 1 + s
2
)
Again the maximal case for τ will imply that γ is an isomorphism and for a fixed
square root L0 of K (D), and W˜ = V
∨ ⊗ L0, the homomorphism
ω := γ ⊗ IL∨
0
: W˜∨ → W˜
is a skew-symmetric isomorphism defining a symplectic structure on the V -bundle W˜ ,
in other words,
(
W˜ , ω
)
is an Sp(2m,C)-holomorphic V -bundle. Thus, the moduli
space of parabolic maximal SO∗(2n)-Higgs bundles is homeomorphic to the moduli
space of principal HC-bundles for H ≃ Sp(n), and Sp(n) is simply connected. The
moduli space of symplectic vector bundles is connected [26], thus we have:
Theorem 8.5. The moduli space Mmaxpar (SO∗(2n)) of parabolic maximal SO∗(2n)-
Higgs bundles has at least one connected component.
• SO0(2, n).
Definition 8.6. A parabolic SO0(2, n)-Higgs bundle over (X,D) is a parabolic Higgs
bundle (E,Φ), such that
(1) E = V ⊕W , where V = L⊕L∨ for a parabolic line bundle L and W corresponds
to a rank n orthogonal V -bundle.
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(2) Φ =
 0 0 β0 0 γ
−γt −βt 0
 : E → E ⊗ K (D), where β : W → L ⊗ K (D) and
γ :W → L∨ ⊗K (D) are strongly parabolic morphisms.
The moduli spaceMpar (SO0(2, n)) is defined as a closed subvariety ofM (n+ 2, d, α˜),
for d = degL + degW and α˜ the induced system of weights on the parabolic direct
sum V ⊕W .
A parabolic Toledo invariant for a parabolic SO0(2, n)-Higgs bundle is defined by
τ = par degL and a Milnor-Wood bound is described by:
|τ | ≤ 2g − 2 + s
Maximality for the Toledo invariant provides that γ : V → L∨ ⊗K (D) has maximal
rank one at all points and hence is surjective. Define F = ker γ and consider the short
exact sequence
0→ F → W → L∨ ⊗K (D)→ 0
Then the sequence splits and F inherits an O (n− 1,C)-structure. Consider the line
bundle L0 := L
∨ ⊕K (D). From the exact sequence we deduce that L0 ⊗ detF ≃ O,
hence L20 ≃ O. This, in turn, implies that L2 ≃ (K (D))2. From this point on, we
further distinguish two cases:
Case 1: n ≥ 4. In this case, the only topological invariants we obtain are the Stiefel-
Whitney classes for the O (n− 1,C)-bundle. This provides a minimum of 2s · 22g+s−1
connected components for Mmaxpar (SO0(2, n)).
Case 2: n = 3. In this case, F is an O (2,C)-bundle and the treatment is similar to
the Sp(4,R)-case. There is a distinguished component for every value of (u, v), for
u 6= 0; this provides at least 2s (22g+s−1 − 1) connected components.
For u = 0, there is a decomposition F = M ⊕ M−1 for a line V -bundle M . As
in the case of Sp(4,R), one can show that there is a non-trivial holomorphic map
M → (K (D))2, which provides that 0 ≤ degM ≤ 4g − 4 + 2s. For each value of
the degree degM < 4g − 4 + 2s, there is a distinguished connected component. Note
here that in contrast to the Sp(4,R)-case, when degM = 4g − 4 + 2s, there is an
isomorphism M ≃ (K (D))2. Thus, there are no further invariants coming from this
case. We conclude to the following:
Theorem 8.7. The moduli space Mmaxpar (SO0(2, n)) of parabolic maximal SO0(2, n)-
Higgs bundles has at least 22g+2s−1 connected components, for n ≥ 4, and at least
2s
(
22g+s−1 − 1)+ 4g − 3 + 2s connected components, for n = 3.
9. Two Special Cases
In this section, we discuss how one can obtain the classical component counts in [31], [8],[10],
[13] and [16] as special cases of the Theorems in §7.4 and §8.
9.1. Punctured Riemann Surface. In [31], T. Strubel defined Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates
on the moduli space of maximal representations of the fundamental group of a topological
surface Σg,m of genus g and m ≥ 1 boundary components into Sp (2n,R). Using these
coordinates and counting parameters for gluing pairs of pants to obtain a surface with m-
boundary components, he showed that the moduli space Rmax (Σg,m,Sp (2n,R)) has exactly
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22g+m−1 connected components for every n ≥ 1. Note that for such representations there is
no assumption on the monodromy around the boundary components.
From our point of view, let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g and {p1, . . . , ps}
a collection of s-many distinct points on X. We may use the method from §7 to compute
the number of topological invariants, however, in this case, we do not have to construct the
V -manifold:
Let M = U1 = X\{p1, ..., ps} be a punctured Riemann surface without any action on the
Γ-equivariant bundle, in other words, without a construction of a V -bundle. The calculations
from §7.3 now adapt to give the following
rk(H0(M)) = 1,
rk(H1(M)) = 2g + s− 1,
rk(H2(M)) = 0.
Since H2(M) is trivial, the number of topological invariants for parabolic maximal Sp(4,R)-
Higgs bundles over the punctured Riemann surface M is uniquely determined by the first
cohomology group H1(M), which is exactly 22g+s−1.
Remark 9.1. The same procedure provides the number 22g+s−1 also in the cases for Sp(2,R)
and Sp(2n,R) for n ≥ 3 from Theorem 7.10; this gives an alternative explanation of T.
Strubel’s main result from [31].
9.2. The case when s=1. The number of connected components of moduli of maximal G-
Higgs bundles (non-parabolic) for the classical Hermitian symmetric spaces G/H has been
determined in [8] and the references therein. We include here for the reader’s convenience the
basic results from that article:
Table 2. Number of connected components of Mmax (G).
Lie group G #π0 (Mmax (G)) Teichmu¨ller components
Sp(2,R) = SL(2,R) 22g 22g
Sp(4,R) 3 · 22g + 2g − 4 22g
Sp(2n,R), for n ≥ 3 3 · 22g 22g
SU(n, n) 22g - (22g if n = 1)
SO∗(2n), for n: even 1 -
SO0(2, 3) 22g+1 + 4g − 5 1
SO0(2, n), for n ≥ 4 22g+1 -
For a line V -bundle L˜, consider a local chart U/Z2 around a unique point p ∈ D. The
cohomology group for the V -manifold M is described by
H1V (M,Z2) = Hom(π
1
V (M),Z2),
where
π1V (M) = {a1, b1, ..., ag , bg, σ | σ[a1, b1]..[ag, bg] = 1, σ2 = 1}.
For a well-defined morphism ρ ∈ Hom (π1V (M) ,Z2), it is det (ρ([ai, bi])) = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ g,
thus det (σ) = 1. This implies that σ should always be the identity element, which means
that we are considering the trivial action on the V -bundle, in other words, the holonomy is
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trivial around the unique point p. In terms of the construction included in §7.2 this means
that the group Z2 acting on the fiber of L˜ → M is trivial. Hence, L˜ is a holomorphic line
bundle over the Riemann surface (non-parabolic); denote the latter by L→ X, and there are
22g many non-isomorphic square roots of the canonical line bundle, when s = 1. This implies
the non-parabolic component count for G = Sp(2n,R) when n 6= 2, SU(n, n), SO∗(2n) when
n is even, and SO0(2, n) when n ≥ 4.
The component count for Sp(4,R). The topological invariants that distinguish the con-
nected components ofMmaxpar (Sp(4,R)) are u, v and deg
(
L˜
)
for an underlying line bundle L˜,
with u ∈ H1V (M,Z2), v ∈ H2V (M,Z2) and
0 ≤ deg
(
L˜
)
≤ 2g − 2 + s
Their values distinguish connected components as follows:
2s
(
22g+s−1 − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
u 6=0,v
+ 2g − 2 + s︸ ︷︷ ︸
deg(L˜)=0,1,...,2g−3+s
+ 22g+s−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
deg(L˜)=2g−2+s
Now, as we have already checked, when s = 1, H1V (M,Z2) ≃ Z2g2 and this space is param-
eterizing non-isomorphic holomorphic line bundles L → X (non-parabolic). Thus, we get
accordingly the invariants:
2
(
22g − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
u 6=0,v
+ 2g − 2 + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
deg(L)=0,1,...,2̂g−2,2g−1
+ 22g︸︷︷︸
deg(L)=2g−2
,
where by 2̂g − 2, we mean that the value 2g − 2 is excluded from the collection.
But in this non-parabolic situation the case deg (L) = 2g−1 leads to a vacuous component,
since the line bundle L here has to satisfy the condition deg (L) ≤ deg (K) = 2g−2. Therefore,
we need to exclude this case from our count of invariants, and thus we revoke the classical
component count: 3 · 22g + 2g − 4.
The component count for SO0(2, 3). Quite similarly, the topological invariants that distin-
guish the connected components of Mmaxpar (SO0(2, 3)) are u, v and deg
(
M˜
)
; remember that
by definition there is a decomposition of the rank 3 bundle W˜ = M˜ ⊕ O ⊕ M˜−1, so M˜ is a
line V -bundle with 0 ≤ deg
(
M˜
)
≤ 4g − 4 + 2s. Connected components are distinguished as
follows:
2s
(
22g+s−1 − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
u 6=0,v
+ 4g − 4 + 2s︸ ︷︷ ︸
deg(M˜)=0,1,...,4g−5+2s
+ 1︸︷︷︸
deg(M˜)=4g−4+2s
When s = 1, for the holomorphic line bundleM → X (non-parabolic) we have that deg (M) =
0, 1, . . . , 4̂g − 4, 4g − 3, 4g − 2, where by 4̂g − 4, we mean that the value 4g − 4 is excluded
from the collection.
But in this non-parabolic situation the cases deg (M) = 4g−3, 4g−2 each lead to a vacuous
component, since the line bundle M here has to satisfy the condition deg (M) ≤ deg (K2) =
4g − 4. Therefore, we need to exclude these two cases from our count of invariants, and thus
we revoke the classical component count: 2 · 22g + 4g − 5.
Remark 9.2. The description of how the component count specializes to the non-parabolic
case when s = 1 for G = Sp(4,R) and G = SO0(2, 3), points out an important difference
between parabolic and non-parabolic bundles. As we have seen already, all degree zero line
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bundles on an orbifold surface can be naturally lifted to a compact Riemann surface. The
extra s-many values of the invariant deg
(
L˜
)
for G = Sp(4,R) are coming from tensoring
with the square roots of O (pi), where pi are the points in the divisor. When s = 1, the value
degL = 2g−1 is coming from a line bundle with degree 2g−2, tensored with the O (p) bundle
defined on a particular point.
Remark 9.3. When s = 1, we note that there is an element σ ∈ π1V (M). By the discussion
above, it seems that the calculation of connected components does not depend on the mon-
odromy action, which means that the connected components should be the same for all p ≥ 2
such that σp = 1. We want to remind the reader that p also corresponds to the weight in the
parabolic structure.
If we change the monodromy action with σp = 1, we have U2 =
∏s
i=1D/Zp and V2 =∏s
i=1D×Zp EZp. Here we follow the notation from §7.3. We use the Leray spectral sequence
to calculate the cohomology of V2,
H∗(BZp,H∗(D))⇒ H∗(V2),
where BZp is the classifying space of Zp. The Z-coefficient cohomology H
i(BZp,Z) is well-
known (see [15] for instance):
H i(BZp,Z) =

Z, for i = 0,
Z/pZ, for 2|i,
0, otherwise.
Since H∗(V2) is Z2-cohomology, we consider the following two cases.
(1) When p is odd, H1(V2) = H
2(V2) = 0. In this case, rk(H
1(MV )) = 2g + s − 1 and
rk(H2(MV )) = s, which is the same as what we calculated in §7.
(2) When p is even, H1(V2) = 0 while H
2(V2) 6= 0. Note that in this case, rk(H1(MV ))
and rk(H2(MV )) do not coincide with our calculation in §7.
In conclusion, when the monodromy group is the cyclic group Zp with p an odd integer, then
the number of connected components coincides with the Z2 case. If p is an even number, it
does not.
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